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OUR AVAILABLE STOCK FOODS.
W. H. Dalrymple.
What to feed and how to feed it, in order to obtain the
most satisfactory results at the least possible cost, has been and
always will be, one of the most important problems confront-
ing the feeder of live stock.
Louisiana is by no means behind her sister States in the
n^atter of stock-food-proJuction, either as to concentrates or
roughage, and it is the object of this bulletin to endeavor to drav*
our stockowners' attention to what we have available, both in
direct products and by-products, and how it may be intelligently
utilized to the best advantage.
It is hoped that we have been fortunate enough to be able
to present the information contained in the following pages, in'
acceptable form, and in an intelligible manner, as the subject
ip one of the greatest import to the live stock interests of the
State.
Making lespedeza hay on a Louisiana farm.
Before entering upon an enumeration, etc., of our available
feeding materials, it will be necessary to refer, briefly, to a few
ol the technicalities connected with the principles and practice
of feeding, which the feeder ought to understand in order that
he may be able to intelligently apply the principles to the prac-
tice
;
or, in other words, know what he is doing ; why he is doing
it, and the results it is reasonable for him to expect.
In the first place, the body of the living animal contains.
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or is made up of, a number of substances very similar to those
found in plants, such as water, nitrogenous matter or protein,
fat, and mineral matter. In the act of living, these materials
in the animal body are constantly being used up, and if not
eon+inually supplied, through the medium of the various plant
food products, the animal will gradually become emaciated and.
ultimately, die.
In the case of herbivorous animals, such as the common
domestic animals of the farm, which all, more or less, subsist
on herbage or plants of one kind or another, their food contains
an additional group of substances to those mentioned, viz., carbo-
hydrates,' or nitrogen-free extract, of which starch and sugar
are good examples.
Before being able to build up and nourish the body-tissues
of the animal, which are composed of the substances alluded to,
the feeder ought to be familiar with the composition of the food
materials which have to accomplish the work. These may be
mentioned as follows: .
(1) Water.
Everyone who feeds stock may not be altogether conversant
with the fact, that all food stuffs, no matter how dry they may
appear, contain a considerable am^ount of water, or what may
be termed, moisture.
In grains and dried or cured fodders, like hays, it is. esti-
mated at about from 8 to 15 per cent, of the weight of the food
;
in the grasses, and other green foods, it may run as high
as 80 per cent.; while in roots, such as turnips, ruta bagas, etc.,
90 per cent, of their weight may be reached.
Although water is a very essential part of the animal body,
constituting about from 40 to 60 per cent, of its live weight,
the value of a food material is not considered from the stand-
point of the amount of water contained in it, but is based upon
its dry matter, or what the chemist terms, its water-free content.
For example: If 100 pounds of oats, of average sample, are
subjected to slow heat, not sufficient to burn them, and after-
wards weighed, they will be found to have lost 11 pounds,
w?ich is the weight of the water they had previously contained.
The remaining 89 pounds represents the dry matter. Hence,
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j. computing a ration for an animal, only the water-free sub-»
stance is considered.
(2) Ash or Mineral Matter.
This can probably best be understood by stating that that
which remains over of a sample of foodstuff, after its organic
matter has been completely burned, is the ash or mineral matter,
that had been taken up and stored by the plant during the
p( riod of its growth. This ash in the food, which is composed
largely of lime, potash, magnesia, soda, iron, etc., serves to supply
the mineral matter required by the animal to build up its bony,
and other structures.
Foods in general, however, contain a sufficiency of mineral
matter for the demands of the animal, with the possible excep-
tion of common salt (chloride of sodium), which usually has
tv* be supplied.
(3) Protein or Nitrogenous Substance,
The term protein is from the Greek, and means ''to hold
the first place." Its name is derived from its occupying the
first or most important place in relation to the albuminous
principles. The term is here used, however, to characterize the
constituents of feeding stuffs containing nitrogen. Or, in other
words, the nitrogenous compounds of stock foods, both vegetable
and animal, are, for the sake of brevity and convenience, desig-
nated as a class by the term. Protein.
Belonging to this class of substances is the white of egg,
generally termed albumen. There is also vegetable albumen
v/hich closely resembles the white of egg, and like it, is coagu-
lated by heat. Another is gluten, found in the wheat and other
gi'ains; another, legumin, the nitrogenous element contained in
such plants as peas, beans, alfalfa, lespedeza, clover, etc., belong-
ing to the order, Leguminosae. The fibrin of meat, and the casein
0^ milk, are both examples of this nitrogenous substance, and
cotton seed meal contains quite a high percentage of it.
The use, or function, of protein in the food, is to build up
and repair such parts of the animal body as the muscles (no
other class of food constituents can form lean meat), tendons,
internal organs, the blood, the skin, etc., and it also assists
largely in the formation of milk.
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(4) Nitrogen-Free Extract or
Carbo- Hydrates.
As the first of these names would imply, this
fourth group
of substances does not contain any
nitrogen, and according to
the second, it contains carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen, with the
two latter elements in the proportion to
form water, that is,
two of the former to one of the latter
(H2O). Examples are,
starch, sugar, and the fiber or woody part of
plants. The starch,
when converted into sugar, and the sugar, itself,
are quite readily
digested and absorbed into the circulation, but
the fiber is much
less easily digested, although fulfilling a
similar function to the
extent it is digested.
, . i *
The largest part of vegetable foods contain
this class ot
nutrients, which, however, are not stored up in
the body as car-
bohydrates, but are either converted (changed)
mto fat, or used
up • that is, oxidized, or burned up, to
produce heat and energy.
(5)
A rice field after harvest.
Fat or Ether Extract.
Fat is represented by the true vegetable fats and
oils, like
the oil in cotton seed or corn, as well as
vegetable wax; and
as these may be extracted from a water-free sample of
food
material by means of ether, the name, ether extract, is
frequently
given to this group.
Fats serve almost the same purpose in the animal
economy
a.^ do the carbohydrates, only they contain a
relatively larger
amount of carbon, and give off more heat during
their com-
bustion, or burning up, in the body, on that
account. For
example, if vegetable fats, or plant oils, are
burned, they erive
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off 2.25 times as much heat as the carbohydrates (starch, sugar,
etc.) . So that, for the production of heat and energy in the body,
one pound of fat is the equivalent of 2.25 pounds of carbo-
hydrates.
As a general proposition it may be stated, that the founda-
tion principles of nutrition are the same in the case of all
ani-
mals, and that the function of food is (1) to supply material
to build up- and repair the tissues of the body; and (2) to yield
energy. Hence, the intelligent use of food is directed to supply
the waste of the materials occasioned by the act of living and
the performance of work. And, according to the amount of
work performed, and, consequently, the amount of material (tis-
sues) used up or consumed within the body, the amount and
irgredients of the food have to be regulated. And, as is well
known, combustion, or the creation of heat, produces energy in
some form, which takes place when the food is consumed or
burned up within the animal body.
Harvesting alfalfa at the State Experiment Station.
Having become familiar with the names of the nutritive
substances contained in plants and animals, and required by the
hotter for their sustenance, the next step is to know the average
amxounts of these, the various plants, or food materials, contain.
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This information has already been obtained, by the chemist, for
the great majority of our stock foods; and again referring to
0£ts as an example, are expressed as follows:
Percentage Composition of Oats.
Water. Ash. Protein. Crude Fiber, Carbohydrates. Fat.
11.0 3.0 11.8 9.5 59.7 5.0
This means, that in 100 pounds of oats there are 11 pounds
of water; 3 pounds ash; 11.8 pounds protein; 9.5 pounds crude
fiber; 59.7 pounds carbohydrates; and 5 pounds of fat. Or, as
pieviously stated, 89 pounds of dry matter, and 11 pounds of
water.
The above table shows the percentage of the different nutri-
ents* contained in oats, which is very important, but further
information is needed, concerning this food stuff, before we are
able to realize its true value as a food. In other words, we re-
quire to know what percentage of the amounts of the substances
mentioned can be digested by the animal. This information has
also been furnished by the chemist (the physiological chemist)
;
and again, with oats as an example, is expressed as follows
:
Average Percentage Digestibility of Oats.
Dry :\[atter. Protein. Crude Fiber. Carbohydrates. Fat.
70 78 20 76 83
This means that 70 per cent, of the 89 pounds of dry matter
in oats is digestible; 78 per cent, of the amount of the pro-
tein ; 20 per cent, of the crude fiber ; 76 per cent, of the carbohy-
drates; and 83 per cent, of the fat. Or, stated in another way:
In the 89 pounds of dry matter contained in 100 pounds of oats





It is not sufficient, therefore, to know the chemical compo-
sition of a food stuff only, although that is quite important
as a guide, but we must also know what per cent, of the ingredi-
ents are digestible. Because, it is possible for two foods to con-
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tain exactly the same amount of chemical substances, and ap-
pear to be, theoretically, of the same value ; while the difference
in the digestibility of the substances may be such as to render
one doubly as nutritious as the other, and, in consequence, of
much greater value as a food.
There are two very important facts that should be indelibly
impressed upon the feeder's mind, viz., (1) that a food stuff
should be palatable; and (2) that it should be digestible, which
means its power of becoming soluble and of undergoing absorp-
tion into the blood, for the purposes of nutrition.
A Held of sorgnam yielding iJiree eatctugs a year.
BALANCING THE RATION.
The feeder having acquired an intelligent conception of the
different nutritive substances contained in plants, etc. (food-
stuffs), and the part each plays in building up the various
tissues of the animal body, and in producing power and
energy; also the average amounts of these substances; and lastly,
their percentage digestibility, the next step is to be able to sup-
ply them in such quantity and proportion as will best suit the
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needs "of the animal, whether for maintenance, for work of dif-
ferent grades, for the production of flesh, fat, milk, wool,
etc.
This is known as ''balancing the ration;" and the "ration"
means the amount or allowance of food given to an animal during
twenty-four hours.
For example, it has been ascertained, as the result of care
ful investigation, that a horse, or mule, weighing 1,000
pounds,
and doing what is classed as heavy work, requires for its
sus-
tenance, and the performance of such work, a daily food-ration
containing the digestible nutrients, as previously alluded
to, in
about the following proportions, and which is known as the
Wolff-Lehmann standard for this class of animal
:
Dry Matter. Protein. Carbohydrates. Fat. Nutritive Ratio,
lbs. lbs. lbs.
lbs.
26. 2.5 13.3 0.8
1:6
Although it is not essential to be mathematically exact,
it
ir, just as necessary to have a standard in
feeding as in any
other work, as a guide, in order to be able to
come within reason-
able approximation of it.
The following will serve to illustrate a balanced ration
ap-
proximating the Wolff-Lehmann standard
:
Digestible
Dry Matter. Protein. Carbohydrates,
lbs
' lbs. lbs. lbs.
e' Molasses : 4.80 0.00
3.90
ft Corn and cob meal 6.80 0.35 5.32 .
Cotton seed meal 1.84 0.74
0.89






The fat in this ration does not appear, as
it has been re-
duced to its equivalent in starch (carbohydrate)
by multiplying
the amount by 2.25 (previously explained)
and added to the
carbohydrate already present. (It should
perhaps be stated here
that the nitrogenous bodies in the cane
molasses are not expressed
under protein, in the above illustration, as they
are m the form
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of amids, and there seems still to be some doubt as to their
fi.nction as flesh-formers. The percentage in the mill molasses
from sugar cane being only 1.40, we have discarded it in the
computation, and have relied upon other materials to supply the
required amount of protein in the ration).
A nitrogenous roughage—medium red clover.
NUTRITIVE RATIO.
A term of importance, used in feeding parlance, is the
nutritive or nutrient ratio." This means the ratio existing be-
tween the amount of the digestible protein and the total digestible
-carbohydrates (C. Hydrates plus the fat reduced), or, in other
words, between the digestible nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous
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ingredients of the ration, and is obtained by dividing the amount
of the total carbohydrates by the amount of the protein. For
example, the total amount of carbohydrates in the illustration is
16.27 pounds. If this is divided by 2.5 pounds, the total amount
oi the protein, we 6.5. Or, as it is expressed: 1:6.5 (one to
six and five-tentL me nutritive ratio of the ration.
Evidence of diversification.
WIDTH OF RATIONS.
A ration is said to be narrow or wide according as the
relation existing between the digestible protein and the digest-
ible (total) carbohydrates is close or wide. According to some
authorities (Jordan, for instance), a narrow ratio is one where
the proportion of protein is relatively large-, not less perhaps
than 1 :5.5. A wide ratio is one where the carbohydrates are very
greatly predominant, or in larger proportion perhaps than 1 :8.0.
Anything between 1 :5.5 and 1 :8.0 may properly be spoken of
as a medium ratio. Frequently the term, ''one-sided" is used
in the case of either a narrow or a; wide ration.
The following will serve to illustrate a narrow ration in
v/hich the ratio between the protein and the carbohydrates is
eicse
:
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Total
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
3 Cotton seed meal , , 2.76 1.12 1.33
11 Oats 9.79 1.01 6.25
15 Alfalfa hay . 13.80 1.65 6.34
29 26.35 3.78 13.92
Nutritive ra^io, 1 :3.8
The nutritive ratio in this illustration, between the 3.78
pounds of dgestible protein and the 13.92 pounds of total digest-
ible carbohydrates is as one to three and eight-tenths; or, ex-
pressed in figures, 1:3.8. For , a similar reason, viz., that the
relation between the protein and corbohydrates is close, a narrow
ration is sometimes termed a nitrogenous ration.
Conversely, when the ratio between the digestible nutrients
of a ration is wide, it is termed a wide ration, or, on account
of the excessive relative amount of carbohydrates, a carbona-
ceous ration.
The following will illustrate a wide ration:
: Total
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates,
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
10 Molasses 8.00 - 0.00^ 6.50
5 Corn 4.45 0.40 5.35
15 Timothy hay 13.05 0.42 6.98
30
, 25.50 0.82 18.83
Nutritive ratio, 1 :23
In the above ration the ratio between the eighty-two one-
hundredths (82-lOOs) of a pound of protein and the 18.83 pounds
of carbohydrates, is as one to twenty-three, or, 1 :23.
The width of rations differs according to the use that is to
bo made of them. Young growing animals, for example, require
food that has a narrow nutritive ratio, which means plenty of
protein, tor growth and development, the best example of which
is, perhaps, milk, with the narrow ratio of about 1:3.7 in the
case of cow's milk. Hardworking adult animals require a
medium-ratio-ration ; while idle animals, or those in which main-
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tf-nance of condition, only, is desired, can
subsist on food of a




Again, in the case of cattle that are being
fattened, the
width of the nutritive ratio is changed,
somewhat, during the
different periods of the process in
order to obtain the best and
most economic results.
A field of alfalfa.
Successful stock-feeding is not dependent
altogether upon
the use of any one particular variety of raw
material. It is true
that oats is generally conceded to be the
food, par excellence,
for the horse or mule- because the digestible
nutrients happen
t(; be about typically balanced in this cereal.
But oats may be
looked upon as an expensive foodstuff with us,
when they have
to be purchased, and, if we can, by mixing together
other cheaper
palatable and digestible materials, obtain the same
amount of
nutritive substances, and in the same nutritive
ratio, as exist
in oats, we are getting what we want from a
cheaper source,
besides allowing variety, and, in consequence,
practicing econ-
omy, but at the same time, allowing the animal
the same quantity
01 digestible nutrients as is contained in oats.
And so it is with
other varieties of food stuffs.
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The following illustration will serve to elucidate this point
Total
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates.
lbs. lbs.
15 Oats 13.35








8.52 @ 40c. per bu., 19c.




Dry Matter. Protein, C, Hydrates.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
4.80 0.00 3.90 @ 5c.
per gal., 2 l-2c.
8 Corn & Cob Meal 6.80 0.35 5.32 @ 56c. ,
per bu. 8c.
2 Cot. Seed Meal. 1.84 0.Y4 0.89 @ $25
per ton, 2 l-2c.
15 Peavine Hay . .
.
13.21 1.41 6.16 @ $15
per ton, 11 l-4c.
31 26.65 2.50 16,27 . 24 l-4c.
Nutritive ratio, 1;6.5.
At the prices quoted,Jbhe ration composed of the mixed ma-
terials furnishes practically the same amount of dry matter and
digestible nutrients as is contained in the oat and hay ration,
and at a saving of 5 3-4 cents. This may appear a somewhat
insignificant item, in the case of a single animal, and per day,
but where large numbers have to be fed, as is the case with the
niules on our large sugar estates, it represents the saving of a
considerable amount of money in the course of the year.
Incidentally, and in this connection, a comparison might
be here shown with commercially mixed feeds costing, say,
$24.00 per ton.
These feeds represent the concentrated part of the rat' on,
that is, without the roughage or hay. In the illustration just
given, the concentrates represent 16 pounds, and at the pric»^.s
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quoted, cost 13 cents. "While, 16 pounds of a commercially mixed
feed, at the rate of $24.00 per ton, cost 19 1-5 cents, or a differ-
ence, in this particular case, of 6 1-5 cents pe^^ animal per day.
Besides, when the materials are raised at home, the actual
cost would of course be considerably less to the feeder. Furthcj*-
more, he would know exactly the kind, condition and percentage
digestibility, of the materials composing his ration. Our object
here is not to underestimate the "commercial article, but to shov/
tc our own people, those whom it is our province to serve, somo
of the advantages of being able to utilize their own products
and by-products as food for their animals.
A field of cow peas.
A point worthy of the feeder's attention, is: That it is not
the bulk of the food, or in the form in which it is most familiar
to us, that goes to nourish the animal body, but the soluble,
digestible nutrients contained in it. In fact the more rational
way to base an estimate on the real value of a feeding material
is by the amount it contains of these nutrients in digestible form,
rather than merely on account of its happening to be oats, corn,
h-ay, etc. It is quite probable, we think, that the time may come
when the feeder, instead of talking of purchasing the raw mate-
rial, as oats, corn, molasses, cotton seed meal, etc., will speak of
buying protein, carbohydrates, and fat, which are, in reality,
the only nutritious parts of the food ; the great bulk of material
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most familiar to us, passing out from the body as residue or
inert matter, after having given tip its soluble nutritive sub-
stances to the blood. And, although a certain amount of bulk
in food seems to play an important part in assisting the digestive
piocesses, it is only those nutrients that can enter the bloffd
stream and be carried all over to nourish the various tissues of
the body. ^ ^ , , ; .
.
/
Peavine hay in cocks.
FEEDING STANDARDS OR GUIDES TO THE FEEDER.
The quantity of each of the digestible food nutrients (pro-
tein, carbohydrates and fat) required, per 1,000 pounds live
weight of animal per day, for a given purpose, and contained
in the ingredients composing the ration, is expressed in the term,
"Feeding Standard."
As previously mentioned, these standards are only intended
to guide the feeder in compounding or preparing mixtures of
ft>od materials, so that he may be able to make up a ration capa-
ble of furnishing, approximately, the amounts and proportions
of the digestible nutrients desired , in feeding for a specific
purpose. -
The Feeding Standards given in the following table (No. 1)
are chiefly based upon the results of German investigators, the
arrangement being that of Armsby, in Circular of Information
No. 1, issued by the Pennsylvania State College, and in some
respects differ slightly from the Wolff-Lehmann standard.
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We quote the following from Prof. W. A. Henry's valuable
v/ork on "Feeds and Feeding:"
"Standards are arranged to meet the requirements of farm
animals under normal conditions. The student (or feeder)
should not accept the statements in the standards as
absolute,
but rather as data of a helpful nature to be varied in
practice
ap circumstances suggest. The statements in the column headed
'Dry Matter' should be regarded as approximate only, since
the digestive tract of the animal readily adapts itself to
varia-
tions of 10 per cent, or more, from the standard of volume.
"The standards are for animals of normal size. Those of
smaller breeds will require more nutrients, amounting in some
cases to 0.3 of a pound of nitrogenous, and 1.5 pounds of non-
nitrogenous digestible nutrients daily for 1,000 pounds of live
v/eight of animals.
"Narrowing the nutritive ratio in feeding full-grown ani-
mals is for the purpose of lessening the depression of digesti-
bility, to enliven the temperament, or to increase the production
of milk at the expense of laying on of fat.
"The different standards given for the same class of ani-
mals, according to performance, illustrate the manner and direc-
tion in which desirable changes should be made.
"In considering the fattening standards the student should
bear in mind that the most rapid fattening is usually the most
economical, so that the standards given may often be profitably
increased.
"Standards for milch cows are given for the middle of the
lactation period with animals yielding milk of average compo-
sition.
"The standards for growing animals contemplate only a
moderate amount of exercise; if much is taken, add 15 per
cent.—mostly non-nitrogenous nutrients—to the ration. If no
exercise is taken, deduct 15 per cent, from the standard."




Oxen at rest in stall
Wool sheep, coarser breeds






Milk cows, Wolff's standard
Milk cows, Wisconsin standard
Fattening oxen, preliminary period
Fattening oxen, main period
Fattening oxen, finishing period
Fattening sheep, preliminary period








Fattening swine, main period



































matter Protein drates Total tive
and fat
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.
i < .0 0.7 8.3 Q 0a, \f 1 -1 1 QX . X X . i7
on Ci 1.2 10.8 10 0 1 -Q 0X .v. \J
1.5 12.0 1J-O. tJ 1 01 .o.\j
OA n 1.6 12.0 XO. \J 1 -7 ^
2.4 14.3 1fi 7 1 :6.
0
on A4U.U 1.5 10.4 11 Q ' 1 6.9
01 A 1.7 11.8 iO. o 1 -fi QX .u. a
OQ A 2 3 14.3 1 fi ft
•
1 -fi 9,X .U. /*
OA A 2.5 13.4 1 4.X .<J. t
OA K 2.2 14.9 17 1 1 -fi RX .u. o
0^7 A 2.5 16.1 18 fixo. u 1 -fi 4-
oa A 3.0 16^4 1 Q 4- 1:5.5
25.0 2.7 16.2 18.9 i'.6!o
26.0 3.0 16.3 19.3 1:5.4
25.0 3.5 15.8 19.3 1:4.5
36.0 5.0 27.5 32.5 1:5.5
31.0 4.0 24.0 28.0 1:6.0
23.5 2.7 17.5 20.2 1:6.5
22.0 4.0 18.3 22,3 1:4.6
0'4 A 3.2 15.8 1Q 0 1:4.9
OA A 2.5 14.9 17 4 1:6.0
OA A 2.0 13.9 15.9 1 :7.0
OA A 1*.6 12*. 7
.
14.3 1:8.0
28.0, 3.2 17.4 20.6 1:5.4
40. U 2.7 14.7 1 7 d 1 -5 4X .O. t:
OQ A4o.U 2.1 12.5 14. fixt. u 1:6.0
OO K 1.7 11.8 xo. tJ 1:7.0
OO A44. U 1*.4 ii!i 19, 5 1:8.0
42.0 7.5 30.0 37.5 1:4.0
34.0 5.0 25.0 30.0 1:5.0
31.5 4.3 23.7 28.0 1:5.5
27.0 3.4 20.4 23.8 1;6.P
21.0 1 2.5 16.2 18.7 1:6.5
Growing cattle:
2- 3 150 lbs





5- 6 56 lbs






2- 3 50 lbs
3- 5 100 lbs
5- 6 125 lbs
6- 8 170 lbs
.
8-12 250 lbs
B—Per day and per head
3.3 0.6 2.8 3.4 1:4.6
7.0 1.0 4.9 5.9 1:4.9
12.0 1.3 7.5 8.8 1:6.0
16.8 1.4 9.7 11.1 1:7.0
20.4 1.4 11.1 12.5 1:8.0
1.6 0.18 0.974 1.154 1:5.4
1.7 0.18 0.981 1.161 1:5.4
1.7 0.16 0.953 1.113 1:6.0
1.8 0.14 0.975 1.115 1:7.0
1.9 0.12 0.955 1.075 1:8.0
2.1 0.38 1.50 1.88 1:4.0
3.4 0.50 2.50 3.00 1:5.0
3.9 0.54 2.96 3.50 1:5.5
4.6 0.58 3.47 4.05 1:6.0
5.2 0.62 4.05 4.67 1:6.5
*Tlie fattening rations are calculated for l.UOJ ibs. live weignc at the bej^iuning- of
the fattening.
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In table No. 2, is gh'en the average percentage composition,
and per cent, of digestible matter, of a number of American
feeding stuffs, more or less of which are available in Louisiana,
the data having been obtained from various sources, notably,
Henry's "Feeds and Feeding," Jordan's "Feeding of Farm
Animals," and Bulletin No. 163 of the North Carolina Experi-
ment Station, besides that secured from results by our own
Stations. •
It might be stated here, in this connection, that Louisiana
has some food materials which have not, as yet, been worked
up. It IS the intention of the Station, however, to pursue work
along this line, as early as time and facilities will permit, in
Older to get the average percentage chemical composition, and
tr conduct digestion experiments to obtain the per cent, of
digestible matter, in those food stuffs. The results will be pub-
lished in a separate bulletin just as soon as the information
has been secured.
In explanation of the use of Table No. 2, it should be stated
that the first division of it is devoted to the average percentage
chemical composition of each individual food-stuff; while the
division under, "Per Cent, of Digestible Matter," gives the
amount that is digestible of the principal nutrients. For ex-
ample, if we again turn to oats, we find that it contains, in
100 pounds, 11.8 pounds of protein, 78 per cent, of which is
digestible
;
or, a little over 9 pounds of digestible protein in
100 pounds of oats, as shown in the second division.
A table is generally given in works on feeding to show the
coefficient of digestibility of the different nutrients in feeds.
We have done away with the necessity for this, however, and,
consequently, avoided an extra table, by giving the results in
the second division. To illustrate: The factor, 78, in the above
example, represents the coefficient of digestibility of the crude
protein in oats. The 9 pounds is the result obtained by multi-
ph^ing the amount of crude protein by 78, the per cent, which
its average digestibility represents.
The second division, therefore, obviates the necessity of
the feeder having to make the reduction, in the case of each feed,
when balancing a ration.
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The food stuffs which do not show their per cent, of digest-
ible matter, in the second division of the table, are those about
which we could not obtain the necessary data. In practice, how-
ever, it may be possible to average them with others of the same
class and having a similar chemical composition.
With reference to low-grade sugar cane molasses (black-
strap), it should be stated, in order to avoid confusion, that
the data with reference to protein, given in the table, differs
slightly from that given in one of our previous illustrations.
The figures given in the table are from a number of analyses,
made subsequently, by Mr. J. E. Halligan, chemist of the Sta-
tion.
Halligan's figures show a slightly larger protein content.
However, as" mentioned in a former part of the bulletin, the
nitrogenous bodies (under protein) in molasses, are ami'ds,
with a still doubtful value as to their flesh-forming function.
So that, in compounding a ration, with blackstrap as an ingre-
dient, the "protein'* of the latter is discarded, and the required
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Table No. Ill is given as a convenient ''ready reckoner" to
enable the feeder to compound rations with as little trouble as
possible.
It has been arranged to show the amount of "total dry
matter" and ''digestible nutrients" in 1, 2, S, 4, 5, and 10
pounds of a number of available feeding stuffs, based upon their
average composition and percentage digestibility.
For example : If the feeder desires to use 10 pounds shelled
'corn and 12 pounds alfalfa hay for a day's ration, by consulting
the table he will find that these two feeds contain the following
amount of dry matter and digestible nutrients
:
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates. Fat.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
•
10 Corn 8.94 0.78 6.68 0.43
12 Alfalfa hay 10.99 1.27 4.66 0.10
19.93 2.05 11.34 0.53
In an earlier part of this bulletin it was mentioned that the
fat in a food stuff was equivalent to 2 1-4 (2.25) times its amount
in carbohydrates, because when burned up it gave 2 1-4 tim^s
as much heat. Consequently, we have to multiply the 0.53
pounds of fat, in the above, by 2 1-4 to reduce it to its carbo-
hydrate equivalent, and then add it to the carbohydrates already
present, thus:
0.53 pounds multiplied by 2.25 equals 1.19 pounds. This
added to 11.34 pounds (the amount of- carbohydrates presesit
in the ration) gives 11.34 plus 1.19 equals 12.53 pounds of total
carbohydrates. It should he remembered then, that the amounts
given in the ^'Fat" column have always to he reduced as ahove
explained to get the amount of total carbohydrates, hat, which
need only he done after adding up the amount in the ration
as a whole, and as has heen done in the ahove illustration.
If we desire to know the nutritive ratio of the above
ration, we simply divide the amount of total carbohydrates by
the amount of digestible protein, thus: 12.53 divided by 2,05
eouals 6.1, which is the ratio between the protein and carbohy-
drates, and taking the former as the unit, 1, is expressed as
1:6.1 (one to six and one-tenth).
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In compounding rations, it is usually necessary to make
trials, with the standard as a guide, and often takes several of
these before approximating the standard requirements. Pre-
suming that we wanted to compound a ration for a mule, or
horse, weighing 1,000 pounds, and at hard work, we would
first consult Table No. 1 to get the standard, which we would
find to be:
Total
Dry Matter. Protein. Carbohydrates. Nutritive Ratio,
lbs. lbs.
' lbs.
2KO 2.3 14.3 1:6.2
if corn, corn fodder and peavine hay should be our available
feeding materials, we could, by consulting Table No. 3, make
the following trial:
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates. Fat.
lbs lbs. lbs.
lbs. lbs.
10 Corn 8.94 0.78 6.68 0.43
5 Peavine hay 4.41 0.47 1.92
0.06
10 Corn fodder 9.11 0.53 4.33
0.20
22.46 1.78 12.93 0.69
Or, after the fat was reduced, would be:
Total
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates. Nut. Ratio,
lbs. lbs. lbs.
22.46 1.78 14.48 1:8.2
Standard. 2S,0 2.3
Although the total carbohydrates are close enough, this
trial
ration is deficient in protein, and a little below in dry
matter
(which is not a serious deficiency so long as the required
amount
of the nutrients is present), with the ratio too wide.
The cheapest available source of protein we have is cotton
seed meal. By consulting Table No. 3, we find that one and one-
half pounds of this feed contain 1.38 pounds dry matter;
0.56
pounds protein, and 0.65 pounds total carbohydrates,
which,
v/hen added to the above trial ration, gives the following:
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Total
Dry Matter. Protein. C. Hydrates. Nut. Ratio.
lbs. lbs. lbs.
22.46 1.78 14.48
1 38 0.56 0.65
23.84 2.34 15.13 1:6.4
Standard. 25.00 2.30 14.30 1:6.2
By the addition of one and one-half pounds of cotton seed
meal to the 10 pounds corn, 5 pounds peavine hay, and 10
pounds corn fodder, therefore, although the carbohydrates are
slightly in excess, we have compounded a ration which comes
reasonably close to the standard requirements of a 1,000 pound
mule, or horse, doing hard work.
When it is desired to know the digestible nutrients in any
amount not given in the table, the result may be obtained by
adding or multiplying, as the case may be, some of those men-
tioned. For instance: If the nutrients in 7 pounds of a food
stuif are wanted, add the amounts under 4 and 3, or 5 and 2,
together ; if 15 pounds, multiply the amounts given for 5 pounds
by three times, or, add 10 and 5 together, etc.
It will be noticed that in Table No. 2 ''crude fibre" is men-
tioned, but does not appear in Table No. 3. In the latter the
digestible crude fibre has been combined with the digestible car-
bohydrates, the digestible portions of each being considered of
about equal value in the process of nutrition.
A considerable part of the data in Table No. 3 has been ar-
ranged from that given in The Bulletin of the North Carolina
Department of Agriculture on "Feeding Farm Animals," by
Butler and Kilgore.
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TABLE III—SHOWING AMOUNT OF DRY MATTER AND DI-








Corn meal (5 experi-
ments with rumin-
ants. ) ,





































































































































































.1 .895 .102 .692, .017
2 1.790 .204 1.384 .034
3 2.685 .306 2.076 .051
4 3.580 .408 2.768 .068
5 4.475 .510 3.460 .085
10 8.950 1.020 6.920 .170
1 .881 .121 .392 .027
2 1.762 .242 .784 .054
3 2.643 .363 1.176 .081
4 3.524 .484 1.568 .108
5 4.405 .605 1.960 .135
10 8.810 1.210 3.920 .270


























































































































Cotton seed meal (rumi-







































































































































































































































































































































Corn husks (shucks) 1 .919 .010 .647 .003
2 1.838 .020 1.294 .006
3 2.757 .030 1.941 .009
4 3,676 .040 2.588 .012
5 4.595 .050 3.235 .015
lU n 1 AAy. 190 1 AA 6.470 .030
Wheat straw 1 .904 .004 .363 .004
2 1.808 .008 .726 .008
3 2.712 .012 1.089 .012
4 3.616 .016 1.452 .016
5 4.520 .020 1.815 .020
10 9.040 .040 3,630 .040
Rye straw 1 .929 .006 .406 .004
2 1.858 .012 .812 .008
3 2.787 .018 1.218 .012
4 3.716 .024 1.624 .016
5 4.645 .030 2.030 .020
i A10 A OAA9. 290 .060 4.060 .040
Cotton seed hulls 1 .889 .003 .331 .017
• 2 1.778 .006 .662 .034
3 2.667 .009 .993 .051
4 3.556 .012 1.324 .068
5 4.445 ,015 1.655 .085
10 8.890 .030 3.310 .170
Cowpea vine hay 1 .881 .093 .384 .012
2 1.762 ,186 .768 .024
3 2.643 .279 1.152 .036
4 3.524 .372 1.536 .048
5 4.405 .465 1.920 .060
^ A10 8.810 .930 3.840 .120
Alfalfa hay 1 .916 .106 .389 .009
2 1.832 .212 .778 .018
3 2.748 .318 1.167 .027
4 3.664 .424 1.556 .036
5 4.580 .530 1.945 .045
10 1 OHO OQO
Soja bean hay 1 .887 .109 .402 .015
2 1.774 .218 .804 .030
3 2.661 .327 1.206 .045
4 3.548 .436 1.608 .060
5 4.435 .545 2.010 .075
10 8.870 1.090 4.020 .150













Vetch hay 1 .887 .129 .376 .014
3 1.774 .258 .752 .028
3 2.661 .387 1.128 .042
4 3.548 .516 1.504 .056
5 4.435 .645 1.880 .070

















































































































1 .901 .049 .423 .014
2 ' 1.802 .098 .846 .028
3 2.703 .147 1.269 .042
4 , 3.604 .196 1.692 .056
5 4.505 .245 2.115 .070
10 9.010 .490 4.230 .140





























































































































































































































































.621 .045 • .258 .030
4 *.828 .060 .344 .040
1
5 1.035 .075 .430 .050











8 .63 .018 .36 .012
4 '.84 .024 .48 .016
5 1.05 .030 .60 .020











3 .63 .027 .36 .009
4 !84 .036 .48 .012
5 1.05 .045 .60 .015
10 2.10 .090 1.20 .030










3 1.14 .09 .57 .03
4 1^52 .12 .76 .04
5 1.90 .15 .95 .05
10 3.80 .30 1.90 .10










QO .69 .06 .42 .012
4 !92 '.08 .56 .016
5 1.15 .10 .70 .020











o .30 .06 .24 .0J2
4 !40 !08 .32 .016
5
i
.50 .10 .40 .020
10 1 1.00 .20 .80 .040
Rutabagas 1 .11 .01
.08 .002
2 .22 .02 .16 .004
3 .33 .03 .24 .006
4 .44 .04 .32 .008
5 .55 .05 .40 .010
10 1.10 .10 .80 . .020
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Rice bran (15 per cent 1 .90 .06 .37 .05
hulls) 2 1.80 .12 .74 .10
8 2.70 .18 1.11 .15
4 3.60 .24 1.48 .20
5 4.50 .30 1.85 .25
10 9.00 .60 3.70 .50
Rice polish 1 .89 .07 .60 .04
2 1.78 .14 1.20 .08
3 2.67 .21 1.80 .12
4 3.56 .28 2.40 .16
5 4.45 .35 3.00
*
.20
10 8.90 .70 6.00 .40
T?ir*^^ TntiQl ^T^nt'A TlV^^'^^XVlL/t/ liltytXl \^^Lllt/ UlOiLlJ.-. .09 .40 OR
2 1.82 !l8 !80 .12
3 2 7'^ .27 1.20
4 O. 041: .36 1.60
5 4.55 .45 2.00 .30
10 9.10 .90 4.00 .60





























Rice straw 1 .88 .03 .33 .01
2 1.76 .06 .66 .02
8 2.64 .09 .99 .03
4 3.52 .12 1.22 .04
5 4.40 .15 1.65 .05
10 8^80 !80 3.30 .10


















Alralra (green) 1 .28 .04 .13 .005
2 .56 .08 .26 .010
3 .84 .12 .39 .015
4 1.12 .16 .52 .020
5 1.40 .20 .65 .025
10 2.80 .40 1.30 .050
Cowpea (green) 1 .16 .02 .09 .002




4 .61 .08 .36 .008
5 .80 .10 .45 .010
10 1.60 .20 .90 .020
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A FEW SAMPLE RATIONS WHICH MAY BE COMPOUNDED OF
OUR AVAILABLE STOCK FOODS.
Information previously afforded in this bulletin is sufficient
to enable the feeder to select for himself the different available
stock-foods, and to arrange and balance them for his various
needs.
To further assist him, however, we have given below a num-
ber of sample rations made up of materials given in Tables
Ncs. II and III.
It should be stated that in all of the rations mentioned,
except when otherwise stated, the amount and proportion of the
different materials are for the daily requirements of animals
per one-thousand pounds live weight. In the case of single ani-
mals weighing more or less than 1,000 pounds, the amount of
the food should be changed in proportion to their weight. This
correction may be made by adopting the simple ''rule of three."
Again, animals at work should have their day's ration di-
vided into three parts and given morning, noon and night, with
the greater bulk of the hay, or other roughage, along with the
night feed. In the case of young, or idle, animals, this division
i- not so necessary, as they are generally allowed free access to
food of some kind.
When work animals have ''off" or idle days, their food
should be reduced in quantity.
Animals doing light or medium work should have their food
regulated, both as to amount and "balance," according to their
needs, as can be seen by referring to the "standards" on Table
No. 1.
When cattle are at pasture, only the concentrated part of
th^ir rations may be considered, as the former will take the
place of the roughage mentioned in the sample rations.
When hogs (swine) have the run of a suitable pasture, the
amount of their concentrated food may be reduced.
In order to ascertain the cost of any of the sample rations
it is only necessary to make a simple calculation based upon the
current prices of the materials used.
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Rations for Horses or Mules per 1,000 Pounds Live Weight
Doing Hard Work.
Food Materials.
(1) ^ Pounds. Total lbs.
Oats (grain) 13
Peavine hay 15 28
(2)
Cotton seed meal 3
Com meal, or corn and cob meal 11




Corn fodder 10 29
(4)
Oats (grain) 15
Mixed grass and clover hay .15 30
(5)
Corn (grain) • . 8
Oats (grain) 7
Peavine hay ?15 30
(6)
Cotton seed meal 2
Corn and cob meal 8
Molasses (blackstrap) 11
Peavine hay 15 36
(The above is something over the standard in amount, but
may be used for a 1,200 pound to a 1,300 pound hard-working
h( rse or mule.
(7)
Molasses 15
Alfalfa hay 16 31
(The above ration can best be used by absorbing as maich
cf the molasses as possible with the hay, chopped. Its nutritive
ratio is somewhat wider than the standard).
(8)
Molasses 6
Cotton seed meal 2
Corn and cob meal 8
Peavine hay '. 15 31
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(9) Pounds. Total lbs.
Oats 2
Rice bran 3
Cotton seed meal 2
Molasses . . : 10
Peavine hay 12 29
The following three rations are for a 1,200 pound horse or
mule doing hard work:
(10)
Cotton seed meal l^/^
Eice meal (pure bran) 8
Corn 8
Crabgrass hay 15 . 321/2
(11)
Corn 2
Rice meal (pure bran) 8
Molasses 8
Alfalfa hay 15 33
(12)
Corn ^ 8
Rice meal (pure bran) 8
Peavine hay 15 31
(For all practical purposes, alfalfa, peavine and good les-
pcdeza hays may be used interchangeably as roughage).
Rations for Milch Cows, per 1,000 Pounds Live Weight.
(1) Poundii. Total lbs.
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 4




Priavine hay 20 36
(3)
Cotton seed meal 3
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 3
Corn stover 12
Crabgrass hay 20 38
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(4) Pounds. Total Ihs.
Cotton seed meal 4
Wheat bran 4
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 6
Corn fodder 18 32
(5)
Cotton seed meal '. 4
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 4
Rice bran 4
Peavine hay 15 27
(6)
Cotton seed meal 3
Corn and cob meal 3
Corn stover 6
Peavine hay 8
Com silage 40 60
(7)
Cotton seed meal 3
Rice bran 8
Molasses 10
Mixed grass hay 14 35
(8)
Cotton seed meal 2
Cotton seed hulls 6
Peavine hay 10
Corn stover 11 29
(9)
Cotton seed meal 2
Cotton seed hulls 15
Peavine hay 20 37
(10)
Cotton seed meal 2.6
Cotton seed 2.2
Wheat bran 1.3
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 1.3
Sorghum hay 13 .
5
Corn silage 30 50.9
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Rations for Fattening Cattle, per 1,000 Pounds Live Weight.
(1) Pounds. Total Ihs.
Cotton seed meal 4
Cotton seed hulls .22 26
(2)
Cotton seed meal ^
Molasses
Cotton seed hulk 22 38
(3)
Cotton seed meal 3
Rice bran ^
Molasses 10
Mixed grass hay 14
(4)
Cotton seed meal 4
Cotton seed hulls 15
Sorghum silage 25 44
(5)
Cotton seed ^
Eice polish • 4
Alfalfa or peavine hay 5
Glass (Johnson) hay 10 27
(6)
Cotton seed meal 5
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 10
Corn fodder 10
Sweet potatoes 25 50
(7)
Cotton seed meal 5
Corn, or corn and cob, meal 8
Cotton seed hulls 25 38
Rations for Fattening Hogs (Swine), per 1,000 Pounds Live Weight.
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Skimmed milk (gravity) 71
Molasses may be fed to hogs, using it as a partial substi-
tute for corn, or other carbonaceous concentrate.
The sample rations given for the different varieties of ani-
mals, besides those used in Louisiana, have been arranged from
bulletins of the North Carolina and Florida Stations.
The Schuler Method of Producing Pork on the Farm.
Hon. Charles Schuler, State Commissioner of Agriculture
and Immigration, has, for many years, been a successful raiser
and feeder of hogs on his home property in DeSoto Parish, La.,
and as his method of feeding may, no doubt, be of interest to
many, we give it in his own words:
''1st. I used pastures containing Bermuda and natural
grasses, also a liberal supply of good water which can be easily
supplied by either springs, wells or tanks. If your land per-
mits the successful growing of alfalfa, you can furnish sows,
shotes and pigs an ideal grazing spot to be used in connection
with your pastures. In the absence of alfalfa, sow sorghum
broad cast. I break and pulverize my land thoroughly about
March 1st, then I sow the seed, using from 1-2 to 3-4 of a buhsel
of seed per acre. Harrow in, and if your land is not too wet,
run a light roller or drag over it. When the plant becomes
about 10 inches high I allow my hogs to gain access, permitting
them to run in and out as they please. I have run 56 head of
sews, shotes and pigs, in connection with the pasture, on a
two-acre patch. It will furnish good grazing until about July
ir)th. I feed in connection with sorghum, once a day at a regu-
lar time, two nubbins of corn to every head I have."
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''I utilize such corn mainly, which is unfit to feed to my
work stock, and which unless fed to the hogs, would become a
comparative waste.
"2d. I have what is called three rotation fields of ten acres
each, used mainly for experimental purposes, having in view
the upbuilding of soil.
''In one of these I sow oats in October, which will furnish
good winter pasture for calves, colts and pigs. After harvest-
iijg the, oats, which usually takes place the latter part of May,
I permit my hogs also to gather whatever waste grain there may
remain in the field. About the middle of June this field is again
planted in peas, Spanish goobers (peanuts), corn, sorghum and
sweet potatoes. This crop is planted for hog feed late in the
fall, the hogs doing their own gathering, and being allowed
to feed on whatever variety of food they may prefer and as
much of it as they choose.
"3d. Another of the rotation fields has been planted in
corn in which at 'laying by time' were sown, broad cast, from
1 1-2 to 2 bushels of whippoorwill peas. The entire products
of this field, except the peavine, is used in the fattening of hogs.
"About July 15th, when the peas begin to mature, I turn
into this corn field all the shotes ; these I expect to kill
during the winter. I let them eat what, and as much as they
please, having care, however, that at all times they have access
to the pasture and water. They also have access to a mixture
oi' salt, charcoal and hardwood ashes placed in covered troughs
eonvenieilt for them to reach. When this field is exhausted,
the corn fields planted with corn to feed work stock, every acre
of which ought to be planted at 'laying by' time in peas, will
have been harvested,, and the hogs turned in to do the gleaning,
after which the crop planted in the oat field will be ready to
be occupied. By the adoption of this method you will not only
raise and fatten hogs at a normal cost, but materially imprv^ve
your soil.
"My farm is situated in the hills of DeSoto Parish. My
main dependence for the physical up-building of the soil, is the
droppings from stock, and pea culture."
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LOW-GRADE SUGAR-CANE MOLASSES—BLACKSTRAP.
There is, perhaps, no stock-feeding material that has aroused
S'^ much general interest amongst stockowners and feeders in
this country as Louisiana low-grade molasses. Hitherto this
residue of the sugar-making process seems to have been looked
upon as too laxative in its effects for general use, when given in
any considerable quantity, and has been usually limited to
occasional administration in small quantities to animals for
market or for exhibition purposes, and in some parts of the
world, to relieve torpidity of the bowels in cattle.
It seems to have been the tendency of writers on molasses,
as a food for horses, especially, to commend great caution in
the use' of this material on account of ''looseness'' of the bowels,
as well as a diuretic effect induced by the potassium salts which
molasses contains. Ware, in his most excellent work on "Molas-
ses Feeding," states: ''Among the numerous precautionary
measures to be taken in feeding' molasses, mention must be made
of avoiding the exceptional molasses which contains saline
elements." Col. Joshua A. Nunn, late Deputy Director General
of the British Army Veterinary Department, quotes a Lieut
Bausil, of the French (?) Army, as saying that '* great care has
to be taken, as the salts of potash contained in molasses act as
purgatives and diuretics." And such seems to have been the
general impression, and doubtless the experience, of a great
many stock owners who periodically made use of molasses to
their animals. Hence, apart from its use as a laxative for cattle,
its administration was limited almost solely to that of a condi-
ment to induce horses to consume larger quantities of other food
materials, or, in case of convalescence from some debilitating
illness, as a tonic, pleasant to the taste and easy of digestion and
assimilation.
To the ordinary purchaser and user of molasses, all varieties
mRy look alike, and discrimination never once thought of. But,
?s to composition and physiological effect, there is a marked
difference between the product of the beet sugar factory and
that of the cane suQjar factory. And, so far as our judgment
goes, it is here where the discrepancy has arisen, giving the
impression that molasses, as such, and without regard to its
source, is pnrqrative and diuretic in action, and hence requires
to be "administered with extreme caution."
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As illustrating tlie difference in chemical composition of
the two varieties (cane and beet), we quote the following from
a communication by Dr. Chas. A. Browne, Jr., late chemist of
our Sugar Experiment Station, and who has had extensive ex
perience in some of the best laboratories of both the United
States and Germany: ^^^^ Molasses Beet
(Blackstrap ) . Molasses.
Water 20.93 23.70
Cane sugar .30.73 46.70
Reducing sugars • 29 . 67 0 . 60
Ash (salts) 8.85 13.20
Organic (non-sugar) 9.82 15.80
Dr. Browne adds: "The cane mob.sses as compared with
the beet, contains 25 per cent, more of sugars. Another note-
worthy fact is the excess of ash ingredients in the beet molasses.
This is due to the presence o| a large amount of potash salts
which exert a strong purgative action upon the animal."
It would seem, that the somewhat general impression that
molasses, from any source, is unduly laxative, must have been
based upon the effect produced by the by-product from the beet
factory, and not sugar-cane molasses, as there is abundant evi-
dence in our own State of the harmless effect of blackstrap,
so far as a purgative action h concerned. A very striking cor-
roboration of this fact was given a few years ago on some ex-
tensive sugar estates in Fiji, where a large number of valuable
work horses were fed, along with some grain, as high as 30
pounds per head per day without any untoward effects. After
a time, however, this large quantity was reduced to 15 pounds,
not by reason of any ill effect beyond a slight tendency to fatten,
but because it was considered too risky an experiment with
so much valuable stock. Contrary to expectation, the molasses
diet produced constipation, instead of being laxative, and a
few pounds of bran had to be given daily to keep the bowels in
order. The ration, containing the 15 pounds of molasses, had
been in nse, at the time the" matter was reported, for nearly two
years with excellent results. It was fed daily to over 400 head
of horses, averaging about 1,270 pounds.
The chief value of molasses as a food, is its economic source
of carbohydrates (sugar), some idea of which may be had from
the following:
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Diffusion Mill
Molasses. Molasses.
Carbohydrates (sugars) ...67.07 65.90
From the above it may be seen how rich this hitherto-con-
sidered wa^te material is in the carbohydrate nutrient, and
when it is known that these sugars are almost, if not completely,
digestible, its enhanced value may still further be appreciated.
The custom of feeding molasses to the work stock on our
large sugar estates has been adopted, in anything like systematic
manner, only within the past few years. Previously, and when
the price was extremely low, quantities of the material were run
ijito large iron troughs, and the mules allowed free access to it;
and, to some extent, this rather prodigal method still prevails.
The true value of blackstrap as a food stuff has become more ap-
parent of late years, however, and as the question of feeding
economically has become one of considerable moment to our
planters, it is being used more as an ingredient of the "balanced
ration,'' and, as a rule, mixed with other concentrates.
Sugar Cane—The source of our " blackstrap " molasses.
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Being desirous of collecting data, for the purpose of colla-
.tion, with reference to the feeding of low-grade molasses on our
sugar estates, the writer, last year, sent to a number of the
larger planters a blank containing questions bearing upon the
subject with the view of obtaining information which might be
valuable for future reference.
The following is a reproduction of the question-blank and
the replies obtained, which will, no doubt, be of interest
:
(1) Do you feed "blackstrap'' to your work horses or mules?
(2) To what number of mules do you feed molasses?
(3) Do you feed the molasses as an ingredient of a mixed
ration, or by itself, and in what way?
(4) What quantity, by weight, do you feed at one time, and
how much, approximately, does each animal consume
per day?
(5) What other concentrates (grains, meals, bran, etc.) do
you feed with the molasses, and what varieties of hay,
or other roughage?
(6) How many times per day do you feed your mules during
the working season?
(7) What is the total amount in weight of the food given each
animal per day, viz.. Concentrates? Roughage?
(8) Have you made any change in your system of feeding in
the past five years, and if so, please state what the
change has been?
(9) What is your observation as to the economy of feeding
molasses?
(10) Since feeding molasses, and adopting a system more in
keeping with the natural requirements of the animal,
viz., a /'balanced ration," what is your observation
with regard to the health of your animals (dietetic ail-
ments)
;
their capacity for work, general condition, etc. ?
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
REPLIES.
(The numbers preceding the replies agree with those pre-
ceding the questions).
Chatsworth Pig. and Mfg. Co., Ltd., Manchac, La.
(1) Yes. Our refinery does not turn out the genuine black-
strap. Our grade is higher.
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(2) Sixty-five mules.
(3) We feed molasses, thoroughly mixed with 7 pounds of
mixed feed (Delta), at the rate of half a gallon (6 lbs.)
for the noon ration.
(4) We have never tried to feed more than half a gallon at
a time, for the reason that our supply is very limited
until we dry out hot-room thirds.
(5) Delta Feed. Have also fed crushed corn, 15 ears for
each feed.
(6) We feed at noon and at night, but will admit that mules
should be fed at 4 a. m., before going to work.
(7) Seven pounds Delta. We feed peavine hay during winter
and alfalfa in summer. Have never weighed our hay
ration, but feed them all they want, without wasting it.
(8) Have been crushing our corn for about a year in order
to induce the mules to eat the cob and the shucks,
which before then they would not do.
(9) We are feeding today at a cost of 19 cents per head a
day since we are feeding molasses. Not many years
ago we could not feed any cheaper than 35 cents and
40 cents a day per head.
(10) We consider that our mules are in better condition today
than they have ever been. We have not had five cases
of colic this year. In fact, in February last year we
bought $25.00 of remedies, mostly colic medicine, and
this year when the agent was around he was much sur-
prised to see nearly all the remedies still left over. He
did not sell us a dollar's worth.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Our experience in 'feeding molasses is not very wide, as we
have fed it only partly last year and this season. We have
found out this fact, however, that with whatever grain it is fed,
it must be thoroughly mixed to obtain the desired effect. If
left at will, and fed in a trough, as some planters feed, we have
found out that some mules eat too much of it and are not hungry
to eat much grain, therefore, do not get enough substantial food
to stand hard work on a plantation. Whereas, other mules do
not eat any at all if it is not mixed with their grain ration.
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We have a good deal of confidence in molasses as a food
for mules, and in future ^yill keep a supply to feed every day in
the year.
(Note.—The part of the food that is of any nutritive value
has to enter the blood stream and must be in soluble form be-
fore beins: able to do so. The "substantial" part is that which
passes off as excrementitious matter).—W. H. D.
A. W. Norman, Devall, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred and ten mules.
(3) Feed molasses mixed with ground corn, cob and shucks.
(4) About 12 .pounds of molasses a day.
(5) Feed peavine hay until alfalfa is ready, usually about
April 1st.
(6) Twice.
(7) Do not weigh roughage.
(8) Only change is in grinding our corn, which gives us a
better feed, and is a big saving in quantity.
(9) Have not figured as to saving.
(10) Our mules are usually in good condition.
Belle Helene Pig. Co., Ltd., Belle Helene, La.
(1) Yes; to both mules and horses.
(2) One hundred and eighteen head.
(3) Mixed ration—crushed corn and cob and saturated with
molasses.
(4) About 12 pounds at a feed. (This seems to include total
- concentrates).
(5) No other concentrates. Peavine hay.
(6) Twice with mixed feed. Hay enough for all night.
(7) Concentrates, 24 pounds. Amount of roughage not esti-
mated.
(8) From solid corn in shucks to this mixed feed.
(9) About 50 per cent.
(10) Have lost none from colic; appear hardier; general ap-
pearance decidedly better.
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Leonce M. Soniat, Dorceyville, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred head.
(3) Crush corn, shucks and cob, and pou;* molasses on same
in trough.
(4) About one and one-half quarts.
(5) Hay fed dry, not weighed.
(6) Twice.
(7) Crushed corn 16 pounds. Roughage not weighed.
(8) Formerly fed corn in shucks.
(9) Takes about half the quantity of corn, cob and shuck
being consumed which was formerly lost.
(]0) Mules keep up very well, and there is less sickness.
LeBourgeois Bros., Mount Airy, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Forty-three head. • .
(3) By itself in a large trough.
(4) About 7 pounds per day.
(5) Two pounds choice white oats; 3 pounds wheat bran; 2
pounds cotton seed meal, and 16 pounds choice Timothy
hay, per day.
(6) Noon and night.
(7) Fourteen pounds; 16 pounds.
(8) Up to last year we fed oats and wheat bran (four gallons
of the former and one gallon of the latter) and 12
pounds of hay.
(9) The balanced ration we are feeding at present, compared
to the former, we find an economy of 11 cents per head
per day.
(10) Since feeding the above balanced ration, which is the one
suggested by you, we find the health and capacity for
work first class.
E. H. Barton, Barton, La.
(1) Yes.
C2) Eighty-seven head.
f3) Mixed with corn.
(4) One-half gallon.
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(5) Corn and peavine hay.
(6) Twice.
(7) Do not weigh feed.
(8) No change, except adding molasses.
(9) Do not know how much it saves, as we have used molasses
such a short time, and not much of it.
Auguste Levert, Mark, La.
(1) Yes.
.
C2) One hundred head.
(3) Formerly allowed free access to molasses in a kettle;
now
feed one pint with crushed food, with much better
success.
(6) Thrice.
(8) Answered in 3.
(10) Find mules more healthy since feeding molasses.
Leon Godchaux Co., Ltd., Reserve, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Two hundred and ten head (two places).
(3) As a mixed ration. One-quarter gallon (3 lbs.) at a feed.
(4) Consume practically all.
(5) Six pounds corn, cob and shuck, ground, at a feed, with
5 pounds chopped peavine hay.
(6) Three times daily.
(8) Previous to three years ago, fed no molasses; fed stock
but twice daily, and did not grind feed.
(9) Since feeding the new way, we have made enough feed
on our plantations, and buy practically nothing.
(10) Mules have improved in every way.
Leon Godchaux Co., Ltd., Napoleonville, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) About two hundred' and forty head.
(3) Feed molasses as an ingredient, mixed with the ground
grain ration.
(4) One gallon divided into three feeds.
(5) Ground corn and cob, and cotton seed meal, with chopped
peavine hay.
(6) Three times.
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(7) Thirteen pounds plus the molasses. 15 pounds.
(8) Above system inaugurated some two years ago ; previously
fed oats and corn in the ear, and no molasses.
(9) That, in connection with cotton seed meal and ground
corn and cob, molasses furnishes a perfectly balanced
ration for a lesser price than any other ration.
(10) That the animals seem to sustain their hard work with
more ease; that they seem to be in better condition, and
very much less subject to colic and similar ills.
John T. Moore Planting Co., Schriever, La.
(1) Yes; systematically since 1896.
(2) One hundred and fifty to one hundred and sixty mules
and twenty to twenty-five horses.
(3) As an ingredient of a mixed ration, as follows: one-half
gallon at noon spread over ground corn and cob meal;
one-half gallon at night spread over 10 pounds of hay
and ground corn and cob meal.
(4) One-half gallon at feed, noon and night, each animal get-
ting, approximately, one gallon per day.
(5) Rice bran or, polish; corn and cob meal; cotton seed meal.
Peavine hay, fodder corn, sorghum, alfalfa and cane
tops. All roughage, save alfalfa, chopped.
(6) Three times per day, which system we have been following
continuously for a year.
(7) Eighteen to twenty pounds. 10 to 12 pounds.
(8) In the past five years we have chopped all roughage
save alfalfa
;
grinding the corn, and giving three feeds
per day.
(9) It is difficult to estimate. In replacing corn, partially,
in the ration, the saving in actual nutrients I should
estimate at 15 cents per head per day.
aO) We were wont to estimate 8 to 10 per cent, loss per annum
from dietetic ailments. Now we don't experience 1
per cent, loss from these maladies. The animals' ca-
pacity for work is largely increased, and the improved
physical appearance attracts attention and provokes
comment.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
You already know my opinion on the subject of the "bal-
anced ration." Besides the great saving in dollars and cents,
not only in feed, but in the freedom from loss of animals, and
ir. the increased efficiency of the animal organism, this replacing,
or partial substitution of molasses, in place of corn, has mads
it possible to decrease corn acreages down to such a point 'as the
latter no longer interferes with the fall-planting of the cane
crop and its rapid and prompt cultivation in the Spring. By
this reduced corn acreage, due to the "balanced ration'' and
cheap and economical feeding, it brings within reach the ac-
complishment of the ideal and this ideal is thf planting of prac-
tically all of the cane crop in the fall. With a large acreage
of solid peas, fall-planting can be inaugurated so soon as the
summer rains cease—say between the 10th and 15th of August
—allowing ample time, after plowing under of solid peas is ac-
complished, to harvest the small corn acreage, and do a tre-
mendous fall planting.
Economic feeding brings us several paces nearer the mil-"
Icnium. Besides being in line, scientifically, itself, its practice
makes possible the doing of many more things in the light way.
Its application to our agricultural conditions, in my opinion,
is a greater step than the utilization of bagasse as fuel, or the
concentration of juices and syrups in vacuo has been in the
economical operation of our sugar houses.
R. T. Gibbens, Baton Rouge, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Fifty mules; 2 saddle horses, 2 colts, 4 milch cows, 4
calves and a lot of hogs.
(3) Feed molasses mixed with rice bran and cotton seed meal.
(4) About 8 pounds per mule; 6 pounds per horse, and about
4 pounds each, to cows or calves.
(5) Three pounds rice bran; 2 pounds cotton seed meal; 3
pounds oats. About 10 or 12 pounds choice timothy
hay.
(6) Three times.
(7) Sixteen pounds. 10 or 12 pounds.
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(8) Fed on home-raised corn and peavine hay in 1902; molas-
ses, rice bran and cotton seed meal in 1903 ; corn and
peavine hay in 1904, and am feeding the above men-
tioned ration now (Spring, 1905).
(9) I think I am saving about 4 cents to 8 cents per day pe*
head of stock.
(10) The stock is healthier; in better condition and just as
able to work as when fed on solid corn and peavine hay.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
I do not mix oats with the molasses as the stock do not
seem to digest them when mixed with molasses and bran. I feed
oats in the morning; molasses, bran and meal at noon and at
night. I think the reason the oats are not digested, when fed
with molasses, is, that the stock become very fond of molasses
and do not chew or crush the oats, but swallow them down whole
with the molasses. I think better still if the oats were crushed
and mixed with the molasses, although I have not tried that
method. I do not find it any more trouble, or expense, in serv-
ing this feed, than any other, as the same man I used before
feeds the stock now, and seems to be through with the feeding
sooner and easier than before.
G. W. Sentell, Bunkie, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Thirty-six head.
(3) Feed molasses in open trough;
(4) About one quart.
'
(5) Nearly altogether on ear corn, alfalfa and peavine hay.
(6) Noon and night.
(8) Only that we now feed molasses and have more alfalfa
hay. Tried feeding cotton seed hulls and cotton seed
meal with molasses, but it did not do.
(9) Think molasses an excellent adjunct to other feeds; saves
its weght in corn or other concentrates.
(jO) Am not using a scientifically-balanced ration.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Feed mules in open sheds and cannot say how much each
consumes.
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McCall and Legendre, McCall, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Seventy-two head.
(3) Grind slipped-shuek corn, giving 8 pounds of the
grain
each day in two feeds (4 pounds each feed), which
equals one ordinary pailful mixed with 2 quarts of
molasses at 12 noon, and 3 quarts at night. They eat
nearly all of it.
(5) Peavine hay for roughage.
(6) Twice daily.
(8) Fed 16 pounds grain, up to two years ago; since then,
8 pounds.
(9) Economy very great. Could not sell molasses before.
Sell to ourselves now. Use one-half of crop for feed.
(10) We save from two to three mules each year! No more
sick mules. No colic at all—the curse of a sugar planter.
Credit molasses with 3 mules in 72 per year.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Would not be without molasses now under any conditions.
No use to feed it in a trough alone—never could get enough into
the stock. Now thy have to eat it and are in fine shape ; better
than when getting 16 pounds of grain.
C. C. Barton, Albemarle, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred.
(3) Mixed with ground corn with the shuck.
(4) Three-quarters of a gallon daily.
(5) Ground corn and peavine hay.
(6) Twice.
(7) Don't weigh.
(8) Changed from feeding corn and hay to the above mixed
feed.
(9) The ground mixed feed cost two-thirds of what it cost
to feed in the old way.
(10) The mules are healthier; shed their hair earlier in the
Spring; do as much work as formerly, and have less
colic.
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C. S. Matthews, Matthews, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Three hundred.
(3) Mixed ration; ground corn with molasses
poured on it;
also molasses alone in open trough.
(4) . One quart per animal on the ground stuff, or
as much
as they want from the open trough.
(5) Ground corn, cob and shuck. Peavine hay.
(6) Twice per day.
(8) Formerly fed corn on cob, also a great
deal of oats in
summer ; now feed ground corn and molasses and have
used no oats this season as yet.
(9) Since feeding molasses and grinding our corn
we save
50 per cent, on corn.
(JO) Health first class. Capacity for work splendid.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Would advise all stock feeders to use ground food and give
all the molasses the animals will eat. They will stop when they
get enough.
McCall Bros. Pltg. and Mfg. Co., Ltd., McCall, La.
Yes.
One hundred.
Mixed with ground corn, cob and shuck.
Five quarts of molasses to each animal per day, or, 15
pounds.
Corn only. Peavine hay, grass and alfalfa hay in season.
Noon and night.
Twenty-three pounds. What hay they can eat.
No change.
Saving of 25 per cent, in cost of feed.
Health,working capacity and general condition as good
as ever.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Mixed grain and molasses feeding seems a healthier feed,
when feeding first quality grain, than when feeding solid grain.
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H. C. Warmoth, Lawrence, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Two hundred and twenty head.
(3) Mix the molasses with ground corn, cob and shuck, and
pour it on top of a box full of uncut hay.
(4) About 18 pounds each per day.
(5) Nothing but corn and hay.
(6) Twice daily.
(7) Ten pounds ground "corn, cob and shuck; 18 pounds of
molasses. All the hay they will eat.
(8) Have been feeding as above for one year only.
(9) Think we save about half the cost of feeding.
(10) We have no sick mules from colic, or other diseases, com-
mon to animals.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
"We want to get as much molasses into the mules as they will
J. Supple Sons Pltg. Co., Ltd., Bayou Goula, La.
Yes.
Ninety.
Feed the molasses thoroughly mixed with ground corn,
cob and shuck.
About 1 quart of molasses to 2 quarts of crushed corn.
Crushed corn. All the hay (peavine) they will eat.
Later, alfalfa and green oats.
Noon and night.
Three pounds molasses; weight of grain not given. All
the hay mules can eat.
Been feeding crushed corn and molasses for two years.
Previously fed ear corn in shuck.
Reduction in feed bill from 15 to 20 per cent.
Have found, the general condition of mules very much
bettered. They are in nice shape ; better able to stand
hard work and have had very few mules sick with colic.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
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Charlton R. Beattie, Thibodaiix, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Eighty-five head.
(3) Pour molasses over ground corn, with which, at times,
is mixed rice bran and cotton seed meal.
(4) Twelve pounds per day to each animal.
(5) Corn. Peavine hay, principally, with fresh crop of al-
falfa as it is cut in the field.
(6) Three times.
(7) Twenty pounds to 30 pounds. 12 pounds.
(8) Yes; have commenced the feeding of molasses, and have
tried to adopt a more balanced ration.
(9) Very economical, costing only a fraction per pound of
its equivalent in grain.
(10) Have been fortunate in having little loss from disease
in last few years, and, speaking generally, the mules
have kept in excellent eondtion.
The Trosclair and Robichaud Co., Ltd., Thibodaux, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) About 150 head.
(3) Mixed with crushed corn.
(5) Sometimes use rice bran. Peavine hay; later, alfalfa.
(6) Twice.
(7) About a regular water-bucketful (2 1-2 gallons) each per
meal. All the hay they can consume at night.
(8) Used to feed dry corn and peavine hay alone, cutting
each ear in about three pieces; now we grind corn;.cob
and shucks.
(9) Save fully one-third of our corn, thereby allowing us to
make all the feed needed on the plantation.
(10) Mules are in better health; keep fat, and are as strong,
if not stronger, than when we fed the old way.
V. and J. A. Berthelot, Hohen Solms, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Two hundred -and twenty-five head.
(3) Mixed ration.
(4) Five pounds twice per day.
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(5) Crushed corn. All peavine hay they want; later, alfalfa
and sorghum.
(6) Twice per day—thrice during grinding season.
(7) Sixteen pounds. All the hay they can eat.
(8) Crushing of corn and feeding molasses.
(9) Saving of about 20 per cent, of grain.
(10) General condition and health much improved.
Miles Planting Co., Burnside, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Four hundred and fifty head.
(3) As an ingredient, by having it poured on the grain feed
in the feed troughs.
(4) One gallon (12 lbs.) per head per day, which is all con-
sumed.
(5) Ear corn. Peavine hay and alfalfa,
(6) Three times.
(7) Twenty pounds. 10 pounds.
(8) Change to the use of final molasses, started in 1903.
(9) About one-third is saved in cost over the original system
in feeding without molasses.
(10) The capacity for work is as efficient as ever. The absence
of colic is very noticeable among our mules.
John Dymond, Belair, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Eighty head.
(3) Both ways; in a few shallow tanks, and also mixed with
cut hay. The mules prefer the latter.
(4) Average consumption per day, 15 pounds per mule.
(5) Corn or oats. Bermuda grass hay.
(6) Twice, ordinarily—noon and all night. In May and June,
a special feed in morning.
(7) Twenty-two pounds. 10 pounds.
(8) No change, except to combine molasses with cut hay.
(9) An economy of two-thirds of ordinary cost.
(10) In better condition than ever before, because of
the
greater food supply and the special effect of molasses.
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The J. M. Burguieres Co., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Some 200 head.
(3) Molasses placed in a tank where the mules eat of it at will.
(4) Twelve pounds per day.
(5) Corn, oats, rice bran, cotton seed meal. Peavine
hay.
(6) Twice.
(8) Instead of all corn and peavine hay, we now feed corn,
oats, rice bran, molasses, cotton seed meal, peavine hay,
sorghum and alfalfa.
(9) One of the best feeds, being cheap, and materially re-
duces quantity of other feeds.
(10) Mules in better shape; able to do more work, and per-
centage of sickness and death materially reduced.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Molasses as a mule feed is indispensable.
The Rose Hill Sugar Co., Abbeville, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Seventy-eight head.
(3) Mixed ration; spread on the ear corn in trough.
(4) Approximately 3 pounds per mule daily.
(5) Ear corn in shuck, chopped or ground. Peavine hay and
second crop rice.
(6) Noon and at sundown.
(7) Twenty-seven pounds, including cob and shuck. 10
pounds of hay.
(8) Practically no change.
(9) Saving of 20 to 40 per cent, in cost of feed. Average of
27 per cent, saved on the Company's three plantations.
(10) Have never used a ''balanced ration'' systematically.
Have been feeding molasses almost continuously since
1884, and have always had healthy stock, ready and
able to work at all times.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
We never allow our stock to pasture. Keep them constantly
i.:i lot, when not at work, to avoid, as far as possible, eharbon,
which is frequently prevalent in this vicinity. Approximate
eost per head per day is 19 3-4 cents.
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H. G. Morgan, St. Rose, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Fifty head. • • /
(3) Molasses mixed with ground corn.
(4) Twelve pounds.
(5) Ground corn. Peavine hay.
(6) Three times.
(7) About 25 pounds. 6 pounds peavine hay.
(8) Originally fed oats or ear corn. Introduced molasses
feeding about two years ago.
(9) Simply marvellous. Fully 40 per cent, saving, if not
more.
(10) Stock in splendid condition at all times.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
"We feel that we have one of the best molasses feed systems
i»i plantation practice. Our stables are specially arranged for
snr^-h feeding.
G. B. Reuss, Hohen Solms, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred and sixty head.
(3) Mixed ration. Ground corn with shuck and cob, a small
quantity of rice bran, and all the molasses that same
will absorb.
(4) Eighteen pounds per day, per head.
(5) Ground corn, cob and shuck, rice bran. Peavine hay
ad lib.
(6) Twice.
(7) Eighteen pounds molasses plus the grain. Hay (?)
(8) System inaugurated about four or five years ago, with
no material change since then, with the possible excep-
tion of an increase in the amount of molasses.
(9) Very satisfactory.
(10) Mules are in excellent condition. Work six full days
each week.
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John R. Todd, Foster, La.
. (1) Yes.
(2) One hundred and sixty head.
- (3) Fed by itself, and kept in open vessels.
(4) Mules eat all they want.
(5) Corn, oats and cotton seed meal. Peavino hay.
{6) Twice.
(8) No change.
(9) Saves about 25 per cent, of the grain.
(10) Health good.
Judge Emile Rost, St. Rose, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Fifty-five.
(3) As a mixed ration.
(4) Three pounds to 6 pounds, according to appetite of
animal.
(5) Oats, bran and corn. Peavine hay.
(6) Twice.
(7) Sixteen pounds. 20 pounds..
(8) Only in the use of molasses.
(9) A saving of 30 to 40 per cent. ^
(10) Have only been feeding molasses about nine months and
find stock keep up well at the same rate of work.
T. H. Roger, Thibodaux, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred and nineteen head.
(3) Mixed with ground corn.
(4) About 12 pounds per head per day.
(5) Ground corn and cotton seed meal. Peavine hay.
(6) Noon and night.
(7) Not stated.
(8) Used to feed with whole corn and peavine hay.
(9) About 25 per cent.
(^0) Mules are greatly improved, and now keep healthy and
in fine condition.
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Cambon Bros., Boudreaux, La
(1) Yes.
(2) Thirty head.
(3) Mixed with chopped corn.
(4) Eight pounds per head per
day.
(5) Corn. Peavine hay.
(6) Noon and night.




Reduces concentrates to two pounds less each feed
and
facilitates digestion.





(2) About 100 head.
(3) Both separately and sprinkled on top
of other food.
(4) From one to three pounds twice daily.
(5) Corn, bran, cotton seed
meal, Atlas feed. Peavine and
crabgrass hay and cotton seed hulls.
(6) Noon and night.
(7) About 17 pounds. Doubtful.
(8) Very little economy; it tends to whet
the appetite.
(10) Believe it lessens the liability to
colic and acts as a gentle
laxative.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Consider that molasses has about the same effect as
early
green feed—not a great amount of nutriment, but an
appetizer.
Westover Pltg. Co., Ltd., Lobdell, La.
(1) Yes; for about 18 months.
(2) About 85 head.
(3) Mixed with grain in troughs.
(4) About 14 pounds per head per day.
(5) Crashed corn and cob, cotton seed meal.
Peavine, crab-
grass, alfalfa and timothy.
(6) Twice.
(7) Twenty-seven pounds. 10 pounds.
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(8) Used to feed with corn raised on plantation and gave
them all they would eat as long as it lasted. Then fed
oats after corn gave out.
(-9) It curtails the feed expense from 25 to 40 per cent:
(10) We do not have the colic since adopting our present sys-
tem. As to capacity for work, cannot say that we have
noticed any great difference.
Dr. C. P. Wilkinson, Jesuit Bend, La.
(1) Have done so.
(2) Twenty-five head.
(3) Mixed.
(4) About 6 pounds per head per day.
(5) Corn, oats, and rice polish. Bermuda and crabgra^, pea-
vines and cane tops.
(6) Three.
(9) Not carefully investigated.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
The dynamic stimulus of increased muscular force may be
the most valuable feature of molasses feeding.
Dugas and LeBlanc, Paincourtville, La.
(1) . Yes.
(2) Forty-eight.
(3) Mixed with ground corn, cob and shucks.
(4) About 12 pounds per head per day.
(5) Crushed corn, etc. Peavine hay.
(6) Noon and night.
(7) Twenty-two pounds. 12 pounds.
(8) We have changed on to crushed corn and molasses since
January, 1904.
(9) Molasses and crushed corn, as fed now, saves about 25
per cent, of our feed.
(10) Our mules are in better health than befoie. Their ca-
pacity for work has not changed.




















E. Cherbonnier, Colomb, La.
Yes.
Sixty mules and horses.
Animals eat what they want out of open troughs.
Have not kept account.




Stock seem to be doing all right with feed as given.
Oak Lawn Sugar Co., Ltd., L*ish Bend, La.
Yes.
One hundred and eighty head.
Mixed ration.
Nine pounds per head per day.
Cotton seed meal, ground corn. Hay (peavine ?)
Twice.
Nineteen pounds. 13 pounds.
Used molasses on hay for two years, afterwards on
ground corn.
Using one-third less grain than formerly, and expect to
reduce it to one-half.
Very much healthier, seldom having a case of colic. Gen-
eral health and condition of stock much improved.
Stanton Plantation (Millikin and Farwell), Algiers, La.
^
(1) Yes.
(2) One hundred and seventy-seven head.
(3) Mixed with oats.
(4) Twelve pounds per head per day.
(5) Oats. Hay (peavine ?)
(6) Twice. During grinding season, thrice.
(7) Twenty pounds. 14 pounds.
(8) No change.
(9) Saving of $6,000.00 per annum.
(10) Good.
, SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Each mule is fed in separate stall. Stable is arrargod so
that troughs may be washed out, when nece&.sary, with piping
and hose.
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(4) A fraction over 21 pounds per head per day.
(5) Corn, cob and shucks. Alfalfa.
(6) Twice.
(7) 29.19 pounds. 16.70 pounds.
(8) Prior to two years ago, was accustomed to feed corn or
oats and hay, with molasses loose in a trough where
mules had free access.
(9) Eeduced feed bill over 50 per cent.
(10) My stock have never been in healthier condition; more
muscular; full of life and less susceptible of getting
sick. I haven't lost a single mule in the last two years,
and very seldom, if ever, hear of a case of colic.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
The above ration is given to the mules during the heavy
working season. On Sundays and on rainy days during the
working season, when the mules are not at work, we eliminate
grain entirely and give per mule, per day, about 15 pounds of
molasses and 15 pounds of alfalfa hay. When the stock do light
v/ork, after the crop is laid by, or after grinding, for a month
or two, the molasses and alfalfa hay constitute their daily ration.
John Hill, Port Allen, La.
(1) Feed a good grade of molasses, as we do not make black-
strap.
(2) About 120 head.
(3) By itself. Place in large narrow coolers and let mules
eat as they want.
(4) About 9 pounds per head per day.
(5) Home-raised corn; otherwise, ground corn and oats. Pea-
vine or choice timothy hay.
(6) No6n and night.
(7) Sixteen pounds. About 10 pounds.
(8) No change.
(9) Not stated.
(10) It keeps the mules in a much better condition. Certainly
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believe in feeding molasses to mules, as I think it en-
ables them to stand the summer better, retaining
weight, and they do better work.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
Even feeding molasses in a crude way, as I do, I consider
one pound of it to be worth very much more than a pound of
any kind of grain.




(4) Seven pounds per head per day.
(5) Ground corn, cob and shucks. Alfalfa.
(6) Noon and night.
(7) Twenty-seven pounds. 10 pounds.
(8) Yes; we grind feed, making the molasses more available.
(9) Ten per cent, saving; with alfalfa, greater.
(10) Very good health; work well; general condition good.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
When possible, feed three times a day. Alfalfa and molasses
a great help.
J. A. Provost, Jeanerette, La.
(1) Yes.
(2) Sixty head.
(3) Alone, and placed on corn.
(4) About 6 pounds per mule per day.
(5) Corn. Peavine hay.
(6) Noon and night. Double ration at night.
(7) Do not keep account per pound.
(8) No change.
(9) Find economy is great, as the mules don't eat so muck
corn nor hay.
(TO) Health is good, and the animals work with courage.
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Smedes Bros., Cade, La.
Yes.
Thirty-five mules and horses.
By itself, and mixed with ground corn, cob and shucks.
About 12 pounds.
Ground corn, cob and shucks, rice bran. Roughage not
stated.
Thrice.
No change. Have been feeding molasses for past 10 or
12 years.
Saves about one-third in corn.
Since feeding molasses have had less colic.
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS.
We feed everything, except chickens, on molasses.





Oats and bran. Timothy hay.
Morning and night.
Find economy considerable.
Working capacity increased, and the animals keep in
better condition.
Henderson Barkley, Luling, La,
(1) Yes; both to mules, horses and cows.
(2) One hundred and fifty mules, bout 8 horses and 4 cows.
(3) Mixed ration.
(4) About 9 or 10 pounds.
(5) Crushed coriij cob and shucks. Peavine hay, young corn
forage, sorghum, and grass hay. .
(6) Twice.
(7) Concentrates (?). Feed all the hay mules will consume.
(8) Prevously fed on corn, or oats. Have been feedng as
above for eighteen months.
(9) Above speaks for itself.
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John D. Minor, Houma, La.
(1) Yes; for four or five years.
(2) All of stock, viz., 300 mnles and
horses, 20 cows, 75 sheep.
(3) Mixed ration.
(4) Seven to eight and a half pounds
per day.
(5) Corn and cob meal, cotton seed
meal, sometimes rice or
wheat bran. Cut shucks, peavine hay, sometimes
al-
falfa, sorghum and cut cane-tops.
(6) Noon and evening.
(7) Seventeen to 23 pounds. 16 to 20
pounds.
(8) Have stopped buying oats entirely,
and feed as above.
(9) Saving over oats from one-third
to two-thirds, according
to price of materials and comparative cost of oats.
(10) Our stock have shown a marked
improvement in every
way, viz., general health, power to do work,
and in
looks.
J. M. McBride, Houma, La.
(1) "I feed my mules one gallon of molasses
spread on their
corn of my own raising.**
In transcribing the above replies there
may be one or two
slight discrepancies, as our correspondents
did not, m every
case, adhere rigidly to the details of some
of the questions. If
any errors there be, however, we believe they are
of but minor
importance and do not materially affect the
results as quoted.
In summarizng, we may state that the replies represent
what
i. being done, in the matter of feeding
blackstrap molasses, on
forty-seven estates in the sugar belt of the State.
Some planters
think that molasses has ''no nutritive value,
but that it merely
entices the animals to consume more of other
materials with
which it may be mixed, by rendering them more
palatable.
Still others who think that it is not of sufficient
"solidity" upon
which to expect the animals to perform hard
work, and should,
therefore, under such conditions, be replaced, to
some extent, by
- more solid and bulky food. Some feed molasses as
an mgre-
dient of a mixed ration; others, by itself, ad
libitum, m an opea
receptacle; while still others adopt both
methods.
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Quite a few know the exact amount each animal consumes
per day, as well as the other ingredients of the mixed ration,
and can, therefore make a close computation as to the cost of
feed; while a considerable number make guess work of it, and
have no accurate conception of the amount utilized by the stock.
Some feed molasses to all of the different varieties of domestic
animals on their places, except chickens.
The fewer number of planters feed their animals three
times per day; the majority twice.
The consumption of molasses, per head, per day, on forty
-
seven sugar estates, at the time the replies were sent in (during
April, 1905), averaged just about ten pounds; the range being
from two to three pounds to a fraction over tvv^enty-one pounds.
The very great majority concede to a considerable saving in the
cost of the feed bills, ranging from 10 p^r cent, to 50 per cent,
or more ; and all seem to refer to the marked diminution in the
number of cases of dietetic ailments, such as colic, etc., and the
health, and, therefore, the capacity of the animals for work being
very much improved; all of which should certainly be taken
into consideration when estimating results from the standpoint
of economy.
There can be no reasonable doubt, we think, that the salu-
tary results obtained from the feeding of molasses, exhibited
iu the improved condition of the animals and their freedom
from indigestion, colic, etc., likewise the great reduction in the
number of fatalities, is due to its almost perfect digestibility,
and having to depend but little, if at all, on preparation before
reaching the true digestive organs—the stomach and intestines.
As to the quantity of molasses fed to the animal, that should
depend, of course, upon the carbohydrate constituents of the
other materials, in order to have the digestible nutrients ap-
proximately balanced.
Being the cheapest source from which to obtain digestible
corbohydrates, however, and being in such readily digestible
form, it would seem economy to supply the sugar-constituents of
the food chiefly through molasses. But, there is not any economy
in giving an over-supply simply because it is cheap and the ani-
nial will eat it. Wolff, the great German, to whom we are so
much indebted for information on animal nutrition, states, that
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the addition of starch or sugar (they have the same chemical
composition) to a diet of hay or straw, if it exceeds 10 per cent,
of the dry fodder, decreases its digestibility, particularly of the
albuminoids (protein). Henc^ we are shown the necessity for
fcods being properly balanced in their digestible nutrients to
prevent the depressing effect of a large amount of carbohy-
drates on the digestion of protein—the nitrogenous element of
the food.
With the evidence before us, gathered from the experiences
of a number of sugar planters who have now used molasses for
some time, we cannot but claim for it a very high feeding value.
But, by itself, it is not, of course, a perfect food, as it contains
only one, we may say, of the important elements of nutrition.
It is a valuable food for at least three good reasons: (1) It is
the cheapest source we have, at present, at least, of the carbohy-
drate-nutrient, viz., sugar; (2) It is extremely rich in carbo-
hydrates, containing in the case of mill (blackstrap) molasses.
ai30ut 65 per cent.; (3) The complete digestibility (about 100
per cent.) of its contained carbohydrates.
And, we are of the opinion that the marked success which
has attended its adoption, is almost entirely due to the readiness
with which it can be absorbed into the circulation of the animal.
It may have been observed from the replies, that, on two
or three of the plantations, the mules were given green cane-
tops as roughage. With regard to this, we will quote the ration
(including green cane-tops) so successfully fed on the Fiji sugar
estates, previously referred to, and allow the feeder to use his





Cane-tops—as much as the animals could eat. The molasses
v-ere mixed with the bran and chopped cane-tops.'*
This per diem ration, as before stated, was fed to horses
averaging 1.270 pounds in weis:ht. The following is its compo-
sition per day and per 1,000 pounds live weight.









The above ratio is much wider than the standard for this
class of animal, but, so far as the Fijian experience goes, the
horses receiving this ration improved, both in health and in
working condition.
Molasses being such a highly carbonaceous concentrated
food, a roughage to feed with, and balance it, should be, more
or less, highly nitrogenous. The majority of our sugar planters
have two very valuable roughages of the latter class, viz., pea-
vine hay and alfalfa hay, both of them being what is termed
complementary to the molasses, on account of their nitrogenous
character. Our chief object in calling attention to this fact
here, is, to suggest the importance of care in the production of
tteFC two crops, so as to secure them in the best possible condi-
tion to be used as a feeding material, as either of them, when
damaged, not only loses in nutritive value, but becomes danger-
oue to the health of the stock. And, besides, when not harvested
at the proper time, is not nearly so nutritious, and, consequently,
much reduced in value as a food stuff.
The Experiment Station is frequently asked regarding the
valuation of feed stuffs by "units;" or, in other words,
to place a standard value upon the ''unit" of each of the three
principal nutrients, as is done in the case of commercial fer-
tilizers. This, however, is a difficult matter, if not impossible,
as the questions of condition, palatability and digestibility enter
into the feed stuff problem, whereas, the latter two factors,
especially, do not affect that of the fertilizer. For instance, a
rancid rice bran may analyze as high as a fresh sample, yet its
composition would not offset its rancidity for feeding purposes.
A spoiled cotton seed meal has no value as a feed stuff, although
it may contain 40 per cent, protein by analysis. The factor of
condition or palatability makes little or no difference, hoAvever,
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when computing the value of cotton seed meal as a fertilizer.
Again, as Prof. W. H. Jordan puts it: ''The dry matter
ol stock foods is made up of ash, protein, carbohydrates and
fats. We practically ignore the ash and base the value of a
given food upon the other three classes of compounds, which
are the same in number as the three useful ingredients of mixed
fertilizers. Nov/, if we could find in the market a stock food
supplying only a single ingredient, as is the case with fertilizers,
we could from its composition and market price determine the
cost of this ingredient. As a rule, however, these classes of
nutritents must be bought in a mixed condition. All commer^
cial stock foods, except, perhaps, one waste product from sugar
production, are mixtures in varying proportions of
protein,
carbohydrates and fats. When we buy one we buy all three.
Protein, starch, sugar or oils as found in commerce have become,
through the necessary process of separation, too costly to be
con-
sidered for stock-feeding purposes, and their prices in
these
fcrms are not a proper basis of calculation." It will be
seen,
therefore, that the problem is a difficult one to deal with,
and,
so far, has not been satisfactorily solved.
A stock food to be of any value at all must be sound,
palatable and digestible, no matter what its chemical composi-
tion may be.
The writer desires to acknowledge valuable assistance rend-
ered by Mr. R. C. Holtzclaw, assistant chemist of the
Station,
in connection with the tabulated work in this btilletin.
